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Abstract
Effective gravitational field equations on a brane have been derived, when the bulk spacetime is endowed
with the second rank antisymmetric Kalb-Ramond field. Since both the graviton and the Kalb-Ramond
field are closed string excitations, they can propagate in the bulk. After deriving the effective gravitational
field equations on the brane, we solve them for a static spherically symmetric solution. It turns out that
the solution so obtained represents a black hole or naked singularity depending on the parameter space of
the model. The stability of this model is also discussed. Cosmological solutions to the gravitational field
equations have been obtained, where the Kalb-Ramond field is found to behave as normal pressure free
matter. For certain specific choices of the parameters in the cosmological solution, the solution exhibits
a transition in the behaviour of the scale factor and hence a transition in the expansion history of the
universe. The possibility of accelerated expansion of the universe in this scenario is also discussed.
1 Introduction
Spacetime having more than four dimensions is a standard conjecture in string theory. These extra dimensions
also arises as a possible resolution to the hierarchy problem, i.e., apparent mismatch between the fundamental
scale and the electroweak symmetry breaking scale [1–4]. There exist two methods in the context of extra
dimensions to deal with the hierarchy problem (a) assuming the extra dimensions to be flat but non-compact
and hence lowering the fundamental scale by the large volume of extra dimensions [5,6] or (b) Assuming the
extra dimensions to be warped due to gravity propagating on the extra dimensions, being a closed string
mode [3, 4]. However there is another second rank antisymmetric tensor field known as the Kalb-Ramond
field which appears as closed string excitations. In the context of string-inspired models it has been argued
that the rank-3 antisymmetric field strength of the rank-2 anti- symmetric Kalb-Ramond field appearing as
closed string excitation, can be identified to space-time torsion in the effective low energy action of a type
IIB string theory in higher dimensions [7,8] and hence can be related to particle spins [9–12]. Apart from the
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string theory view point, the third rank antisymmetric tensor field plays important roles in many other places
as well, some of them can be listed as,
• Modified theories of gravity, formulated using twistors, require the inclusion of this antisymmetric tensor
field [13, 14].
• Attempts to unify gravity and electromagnetism necessitates the inclusion of Kalb-Ramond field in
higher-dimensional theories [15, 16].
• In supergravity, the curvature tensor, Kalb-Ramond field and matter fields are treated in identical
manner, with the third rank antisymmetric tensor field generated from the Kalb-Ramond field having
important physical contributions [17, 18].
• In the universe undergoing one or several phase transitions, the Kalb-Ramond field could give rise to
topological defects leading to intrinsic angular momenta for structures in the universe, e.g. galaxies
[19–22].
• In theories of gravitation including Kalb-Ramond field, the helicity of fermions are not conserved and the
probability of spin flip is related to the third rank antisymmetric field originating from the Kalb-Ramond
field [23].
• Spacetime endowed with Kalb-Ramond field becomes optically active exhibiting birefringence [24, 25].
• The effect of Kalb-Ramond field in early universe is also of quiet importance from the point of view of
leptogenesis [26, 27].
• Introduction of gravity through gauge principles is an important feature of Poincare gauge theories,
where also antisymmetric Kalb-Ramond field appears quiet naturally [28, 29].
• In [30] an antisymmetric tensor field Bµν [identified to be the Kalb-Ramond (henceforth referred to
as KR) field] was shown to act as the source of space-time torsion. The U(1) gauge invariance of a
background electromagnetic field theory however remains intact due to the Chern-Simons extension for
gauge anomaly cancellation which in turn results into a KR-photon coupling term [30].
In general, from the action of a theory with additional spatial dimensions one needs to compactify these
extra dimensions to extract an effective 4-dimensional action. This effective action is used to describe our
universe which is an artifact of the geometry of the compact higher dimensional manifold. However instead of
implementing the compactification procedure in the action, effective gravitational field equations on a lower
dimensional hypersurface (often known as a brane) embedded in a higher dimensional space-time (known as
bulk) can be derived by computing the induced metric from the Gauss-Codazzi equation using the appropriate
junction conditions [31–35].
For example, in the context of brane-world models with one extra dimension, an effective Einstein’s
equation on a surface with 3-spacelike dimensions, called 3-brane, was derived in [33]. For a two-brane system
the effective equation can be obtained using gradient expansion scheme which involves an additional field,
namely radion field [36,37]. These calculations are based on an underlying 5-dimensional Einstein’s gravity in
the bulk (for a Randall Sundrum like scenario in f(R) gravity see [38], while for derivation of Gauss Codazzi
equation in f(R) gravity see [39–42]).
In this work we start with a bulk spacetime endowed with KR field (such a scenario is phenomenologically
quiet important, see [43, 44]). We show that the effective gravitational field equation on the brane provides
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valuable insight to the nature of the gravitational field equations which are modified by the inclusion of
KR field in the bulk [45–50]. This idea assumes special significance from the point of view of different extra
dimensional models. In general relativity a natural third rank tensor, known as the torsion tensor exists but is
taken to be antisymmetric in only two indices. However the antisymmetric third rank tensor we are interested
in is originating from a bulk KR field and hence is antisymmetric in all the three indices. In principle this
can be thought of as a subclass of the original torsion tensor antisymmetrized in all the indices. However due
various difficulties (like Cauchy problem, various Cartan relations) we will not take that particular viewpoint,
rather in this work we will assume that the antisymmetric field is generated by the bulk KR field only.
In what follows we will not bother about the connection between spacetime torsion and the KR field and
thus will not be used as the starting point in this work. However for the sake of completeness we briefly mention
how torsion can be generated from the KR field. The torsion terms in gravitational theory is introduced via
the antisymmetric part in the affine connection in which case the torsion tensor components correspond to,
T abc = Γ
a
bc − Γabc, with Γabc being connection coefficients. From this one can define a contorsion tensor Kabc as,
Kabc = (1/2)(T
a
b c+T
a
c b−T abc), which can have its origin from the KR field, a massless mode in heterotic string
theories. Such identification between the KR field and the torsion tensor has been explained in [30, 51].
Henceforth we will simply regard the KR field as a differential form field which is coupled to Einstein
gravity. This view point provides identical results with the case when torsion is thought to be the origin of
the bulk Kalb-Ramond field. Moreover this identification is no longer necessary to discuss gauge invariance
or couplings (see, e.g., [52]). Thus henceforth we will not be concerned about the connection of Kalb-Ramond
field with torsion but shall treat Kalb-Ramond field as an independent field coupled to Einstein gravity.
The existence of a bulk Kalb-Ramond field is quiet important since in warped geometry models, like the
Randall-Sundrum model only the closed string mode excitations can propagate in the bulk. In string theory
along with gravitation the Kalb-Ramond field is also a closed string mode and thus can propagate in the bulk.
Given this importance it is now worthwhile to derive the effective theory on the brane when Kalb-Ramond
field is also present in the bulk as one of the closed string excitations.
Having obtained the induced field equations we move forward to determine the corresponding spherically
symmetric solutions. The spherically symmetric solution reveals non local effects originating from the bulk
and transmitted by the induced electric part of the Weyl tensor. The role of the bulk KR field in this solution
is discussed. We further show that both these bulk quantities lead to a a spherically symmetric solution which
exhibits standard black hole characteristic for a certain range of parameter space while one can also obtain
naked singularity in another region of the parameter space. Appropriate thermodynamic analysis brings out
a negative specific heat for the black hole. We then turn our attention into cosmological solution that results
from the induced equation on the brane. The KR field is shown to behave as an additional matter field and
thus may be considered as a candidate for dark matter.
The paper is organized as follows: At first we provide a detailed calculation of the Gauss-Codazzi equation
in presence of the KR field and derive the effective gravitational field equations. In the next section, we obtain
the equations of motion for the KR field which brings out the dynamics of the torsion. The next section is
attributed to the calculation of spherically symmetric solution on the brane and the corresponding black hole
solution. The following section explores the nature of the cosmological solution in presence of bulk KR field
as a generalization of the FRW metric. We finally conclude with a discussion on our results.
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2 Effective gravitational field equations on the brane with KR field
present in the bulk
We consider a five-dimensional bulk spacetime endowed with a metric gab and the antisymmetric field T
abc
originating from the KR field propagating in the bulk. All the results presented below are in bulk spacetime
unless explicitly mentioned. Also bulk coordinates are denoted by Latin indices, while brane coordinates are
denoted by Greek indices. The antisymmetric field Tabc originating from bulk Kalb-Ramond field is defined
through the connections (in analogous manner to a completely antisymmetric torsion tensor) such that, for
an arbitrary vector field we have the following relation:
∇aAb = ∂aAb + Γ˜bcaAc (1a)
Γ˜abc = Γ
a
bc + T
a
bc (1b)
Thus in general the connection breaks up into two parts, the metric compatible Christoffel symbol and the
torsion tensor, which in general is antisymmetric in the lower two indices. In this work the torsion tensor is
being generated by the bulk Kalb-Ramond field and thus it should be completely antisymmetric in all the
indices [59].
Now we construct the effective Einstein’s equation on the brane by using induced metric components on
y = 0 hypersurface. Since the surface is timelike the normal is spacelike i.e. nana = +1. The induced metric
turns out to be, hab = gab − nanb. Also note that for a vector Xb lying on the brane we have habXb = Xa,
since when projected twice we get the same quantity. The next important quantity to define is the extrinsic
curvature:
K˜ab = −hma hnb∇mnn (2)
Due to existence of KR field it is no longer symmetric and the anti-symmetric part has the following expression:
K˜ab − K˜ba = +2ncnd
(
nbT
d
ca + naT
d
bc + ncT
d
ab
)
= 2T dabnd (3)
which implies, T dabnd =
1
2
(
K˜ab − K˜ba
)
. Thus the third rank antisymmetric field Tabc originating from the
KR field is intimately connected to the extrinsic curvature. With all these results, we now determine the
effective Einstein’s equation on the 3-brane. For that we adopt the following steps:
• First we connect the four-dimensional curvature tensor to five-dimensional one using the Gauss-Codazzi
relations.
• Then starting from the above relation between curvature tensors we have derived the relation between
four-dimensional Ricci tensor and the Ricci scalar to their five-dimensional counterparts.
• Similar relations for Weyl tensor has been obtained subsequently. This can be arrived at starting from
the relation of the Weyl tensor with curvature tensor, Ricci tensor and Ricci scalar. In particular the
electric part of the bulk Weyl tensor is obtained.
• Finally, we use the relation between induced antisymmetric tensor (4)Tabc and five-dimensional antisym-
metric tensor Tpqr originating from bulk KR field. This leads to a relation in which geometric objects,
i.e., tensorial objects constructed from metric and the antisymmetric tensor Tabc generated from the KR
field decouples.
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With this scheme (elaborated in App. A.1) and using Eqs. (98) and (99) in Eq. (97), we arrive at the effective
gravitational field equations on the 3-brane as,
(4)Rab − 1
2
h
(4)
ab R =
2
3
hqah
s
b
(
Rqs − 1
2
gqsR
)
+
2
3
habn
qns
(
Rqs − 1
2
gqsR
)
− Eab + 1
4
habR
+KKba − gpqKpaKqb − 1
2
habK
2 +
1
2
habKpqK
qp
+KnpT
p
ba −KbqnpT pqa −KqanmTmbq −
2
3
hqah
s
b∇pT pqs − npnrhqahsb∇rTpsq (4)
We note that in the effective Einstein equation in four dimension only the terms T 4qr contributes as all the
antisymmetric terms have their origin from contraction of Tabc with the normal na. Only the fourth term in
the last line does not have that structure, however as we will observe later that this term has no contribution.
3 Bulk KR field and its connection with effective field equations
for gravity
The antisymmetric tensor Tabc used explicitly in the effective field equations for gravity is taken to be generated
from antisymmetric spin field density obtained from KR field Bab, such that [30]:
Tabc = κ5Habc = κ5∂[aBbc] (5)
Then the five dimensional gravitational action with the inclusion of antisymmetric tensor field Habc, resulting
from bulk KR field has the following expression
S =
∫
d5x
√−g
[
R
κ25
+
1
2
HabcH
abc + Lmatter
]
(6)
where Lmatter represents the matter Lagrangian.
The variation of the above action with respect to the metric and the antisymmetric KR field leads to two
field equations:
Gab = Rab − 1
2
Rgab = κ
2
5
(T matterab + T KRab ) (7a)
∇aHabc = 1√−g∂a
(√−gHabc) = 0 (7b)
The last relation follows from the following identity:
∇aHabc = ∂aHabc + ΓaadHdbc + T badHadc + T cadHabd
=
1√−g∂a
(√−gHabc)+ κ5 (HbadHadc −HcadHbad)
=
1√−g∂a
(√−gHabc) (8)
where we have used Eq. (5) and antisymmetry of Habc on all the indices to obtain the final expression. In
Eq. (7a) T matterab represents matter energy momentum tensor and the other component T KRab is the energy
5
momentum tensor originating from KR field strength and has the following expression:
T KRab =
1
2
[
3
2
(gbrHpqaH
pqr + garHpqbH
pqr)− 1
2
gabH
pqrHpqr
]
(9)
Substituting the relation ∇aHabc = 0 in Eq. (4) and Eq. (5) we arrive at:
(4)Rab − 1
2
h
(4)
ab R =
2
3
hqah
s
b
(
Rqs − 1
2
gqsR
)
+
2
3
habn
qns
(
Rqs − 1
2
gqsR
)
− Eab + 1
4
habR
+KKba − gpqKpaKqb − 1
2
habK
2 +
1
2
habKpqK
qp
+ κ5
(
KnpH
p
ba −KbqnpHpqa −KqanmHmbq − npnrhqahsb∇rHpsq
)
(10)
We now explore the gauge invariance associated with the gauge field Bab defined in Eq. (5). The change of
the antisymmetric field Bab as Bab → Bab + ∂[aΛb], keeps Habc invariant. Then we can eliminate four Bab
using four Λb. Using this gauge freedom we eliminate the four components: B40, B41, B42 and B43.
The only contribution to the object naHabc comes from the term ∂4Bµν . Hence if Bµν is independent of
the extra coordinate then the term naHabc = 0. This assumption is not valid in every possible situations.
However this is consistent with the two cases we are going to deal later. First, for the spherically symmetric
situation the KR field can depend on the radial coordinate only. Hence Bµν is certainly independent of the
extra coordinate. For the second situation the KR field can depend only on time and thus in this case as well
Bµν should be independent of y, the extra coordinate. This justifies the above assumption for the specific
cases we are going to consider.
Thus all the extra terms in Eq. (10) vanishes, and the effective Einstein’s equation does not depend on
KR field explicitly. We however should emphasize that this merely shows that in order to determine the five
dimensional metric, we require to solve the field equations and this in turn will involve the KR field, since the
five dimensional Einstein equations involves the KR field as its source. Note that the above result assumes
Gaussian normal coordinates, i.e., the normal na is taken to be na = ∇ay, with y as a coordinate and gyy = 1
with gαy = 0 implying n
a = 1 in this coordinate.
The above effective equation corresponds to 10 independent equations. The bulk action when varied
independently with respect to metric and connection however leads to 15 and 50 independent equations. We
observe that the connection can be split into metric compatible connection and an third rank antisymmetric
tensor field originating from the second rank antisymmetric KR field. Thus in the bulk we have 15 equations
from metric variations and 10 equations from KR field variations. Then projecting the 15 equations on the
brane leads to 10 equations. On using the relation ∇aHabc = 0 in these 10 effective equation we obtain
the final set of 10 equations. Thus all the bulk equations are taken into account in the set of effective field
equations.
The effective field equations derived earlier needs to close on itself. However there are new fields entering
the right hand side of effective field equations and thus it is not clear whether the equations would close on
itself. For a closer look at this issue let us consider the additional fields present, which are the projection of
electric part of bulk Weyl tensor Eµν and the KR field through the bulk Einstein’s equations. The KR field
satisfies Eq. (7b) and the tensor Eµν can either be chosen to be zero or can be expressed in terms of two
independent functions for spherical symmetry. Then from energy momentum conservation these functions
satisfy one differential equation. Given a relation between these two independent functions, we can solve for
Eµν , then solve for KR field and finally the effective field equations. Hence under certain symmetry the above
set of equations indeed closes on itself. The other way to answer this question is to solve the bulk equations
in a low-energy approximation scheme. This is a work under progress and will be presented elsewhere.
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So far we have been concerned with the Gauss equation which connects the intrinsic geometry of the brane
(determined by (4)Rabcd) to the projection of bulk geometry (determined by
(5)Rabcd) and extrinsic curvatures
on the brane. The other set of equations correspond to the Codazzi equations and relate surface covariant
derivatives of the extrinsic curvature to the mixed projection of the bulk curvature tensor. The Codazzi
equations can be written as [31, 32]:
DµKαβ −DβKαµ = (5)Rabcdnaebαecβedµ (11)
which involves one projection along the normal na and three projections on the brane using e
a
α. Contraction
would lead to the combination (5)Gabn
aebα, which equals to DµK
µ
α − DαK. On using the bulk Einstein’s
equations with the fact that bulk energy momentum tensor (except for the KR field) has contribution only
through the bulk cosmological constant plus matter confined on the brane, we get Tabn
aebα = 0, thanks to
nae
a
α = 0. For the KR field we would have from Eq. (9) that T
KR
ab n
aebα = 0, thanks to the result naH
abc = 0.
Moreover from the junction conditions and conservation of brane energy momentum tensor is follows directly
that the combination DµK
µ
α − DαK also identically vanishes. Hence the Gauss equations are completely
consistent with the Codazzi equations. Henceforth we will only solve the Gauss equations since the Codazzi
equations will automatically be consistent with the solutions of the Gauss equations.
4 Static spherically symmetric brane
We observe that with proper gauge conditions imposed, and antisymmetric tensor Tabc being independent of
the extra dimensional coordinate, the Gauss-Codazzi equation retains the same form as if the antisymmetric
tensor is not present. Let us now start by considering bulk Einstein equation, which is presented in Eq. (7a).
Substitution of the bulk equation in effective Einstein’s equation leads to:
(4)Rab − 1
2
h
(4)
ab R =
2
3
κ25h
q
ah
s
b
(T matterqs + T KRqs )+ 23κ25habnqns (T matterqs + T KRqs )− Eab
− 1
6
κ25hab
(T matter + T KR)+KKba − gpqKpaKqb − 1
2
habK
2 +
1
2
habKpqK
qp (12)
The above equation can be simplified by using Eq. (9) leading to the following identities which will be helpful
later.
nqnsT KRqs =
3
2
nsHbcsnaH
bca − 1
4
HabcH
abc = −1
4
HabcH
abc (13a)
nqnaT KRqb =
3
4
nagbcn
qHmnqH
mnc +
3
4
nancHmnbH
mnc − 1
4
nanbHpqrH
pqr = −1
4
nanbHpqrH
pqr (13b)
hqah
s
bT KRqs = (δqa − nqna) (δsb − nsnb) T KRqs
= T KRab − nqnaT KRqb − nqnbT KRqa + nqnsnanbT KRqs
= T KRab +
1
4
nanbHpqrH
pqr =
3
4
(
hbdHpqaH
pqd + hadHpqbH
pqd
)− 1
4
habHpqrH
pqr (13c)
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Eq. (12) now can be written using the above identities as:
(4)Rab − 1
2
h
(4)
ab R =
[2
3
κ25h
q
ah
s
bT matterqs +
2
3
κ25habn
qnsT matterqs −
1
6
κ25habT matter
− Eab +KKba − gpqKpaKqb − 1
2
habK
2 +
1
2
habKpqK
qp
]
+
2
3
κ25h
q
ah
s
bT KRqs +
2
3
κ25habn
qnsT KRqs −
1
6
κ25habT KR
=
[2
3
κ25h
q
ah
s
bT matterqs +
2
3
κ25habn
qnsT matterqs −
1
6
κ25habT matter
− Eab +KKba − gpqKpaKqb − 1
2
habK
2 +
1
2
habKpqK
qp
]
+ κ25
[
1
2
(
hbdHpqaH
pqd + hadHpqbH
pqd
)− 1
6
habH
pqrHpqr
]
(14)
In order to proceed further we make the standard coordinate choice with vanishing shift function, such that
the five-dimensional line element takes the following form:
ds2 = dy2 + hµνdx
µdxν (15)
Here the 4-metric hµν is connected to the induced metric hab through the relation, hµν = e
a
µe
b
νhab, where
eaµ = (∂x
a/∂yµ). We will assume that the bulk contributes to the energy momentum tensor only through the
cosmological constant term while normal matter contribution comes from the brane. This implies
Tab = −Λgab + δ(y) (−λThab + τab) (16)
where, λT is the brane tension and τab is the brane energy momentum tensor. Now we need to impose proper
junction conditions. Since in the effective equation the extrinsic curvature Kab is defined with metric com-
patible connection alone its junction condition will be given by Israel junction condition (extrinsic curvature
with degrees of freedom from the antisymmetric tensor field Tabc is given in Eq. (2) and Eq. (3)). Since we
have already seaprated every term into KR field independent and KR field dependent quantities, imposing
Israel junction conditions on the KR field independent extrinsic curvature and making use of Z2 symmetry,
Eq. (14) reduces to the form:
(4)Gab = −Λ4hab + 8πGτab + κ45πab − Eab
+ κ25
[
1
2
(
hbdHpqaH
pqd + hadHpqbH
pqd
)− 1
6
habH
pqrHpqr
]
(17)
where:
Λ4 =
1
2
κ25
(
Λ +
1
6
κ25λ
2
T
)
(18a)
G =
κ45λT
48π
=
κ24
8π
(18b)
πab = −1
4
τacτ
c
b +
1
12
ττab +
1
8
habτpqτ
pq − 1
24
habτ
2 (18c)
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Using the brane coordinates the final induced equation on the brane located at y = 0 can be written as:
(4)Gµν =
(4)Gabe
a
µe
b
ν
= −Λ4hµν + 8πτµν + κ45πµν − Eµν
+ κ25
[
1
2
(
hνγHαβµH
αβγ + hµγHαβνH
αβγ
)− 1
6
hµνH
αβγHαβγ
]
(19)
where we have used the following two identities:
eaµe
b
νhbdHpqaH
pqd = eaµe
b
νhbde
α
p e
β
q e
γ
aHαβγe
p
δe
q
ξe
d
ζH
δξζ
= hνγHαβµH
αβγ (20a)
HpqrH
pqr = eαp e
β
q e
γ
rHαβγe
p
µe
q
νe
r
ξH
µνξ
= HαβγH
αβγ (20b)
These results are consequences of the fact that only four-dimensional part of the antisymmetric tensor Hpqr
contributes. We will henceforth assume that the energy-momentum tensor on the brane vanishes i.e. τµν = 0,
which from Eq. (18c) leads to πµν = 0. Then the dominant contribution comes from the electric part of the
bulk Weyl tensor. Defining the surface covariant derivative as Dµ = e
a
µ∇a we obtain DµHµνρ = 0. The
non-local bulk contribution can be simplified substantially following the arguments in Ref. [53] where the
electric part of the projected Weyl tensor has the expression:
Eµν = −k4
[
U(r)
(
uµuν +
1
3
ξµν
)
+ Pµν + 2Q(µuν)
]
(21)
In the above expression, k is a new constant defined as, k = k5/k4 with k
2
4 = 8πG, uµ is the normal to
t = constant surface and ξµν = hµν + uµuν is the induced metric on the three-surface. The term U is the
“dark radiation” term obtained by contracting Eµν with the velocities and is a scalar quantity. The vector
Qµ is obtained by contraction of Eµν with the four velocity uµ and induced metric ξαβ . However for static
situation this vector vanishes identically. Finally, Pµν is a trace free, symmetric three-tensor constructed from
Eµν . In the spherically symmetric situation we have, Pµν = P (r) (rµrν − (1/3)ξµν), where rµ is unit radial
vector. The spherically symmetric static metric ansatz is taken as:
ds2 = −eν(r)dt2 + eλ(r)dr2 + r2dΩ2 (22)
(For some interesting results about this metric ansatz see [54–57].) Due to spherical symmetry we can express
the antisymmetric tensor Hµνρ in terms of a scalar field, namely the axion field, which can only depend
on radial coordinate r. We can then write the antisymmetric field in terms of the axion field Φ using the
definition:
Hαβµ = ǫαβµν∂
νΦ (23)
Then from Eq. (23) we get, the only independent component of Hµνρ to be, H023 = h3 = ǫ0231h
11∂1Φ, where
ǫ0231 =
√−g [0231] = r2 sin θe(λ+ν)/2. Again h3 = ǫ0231∂1Φ, with ǫ0231 = −
(
r2 sin θ
)−1
e−(ν+λ)/2. Thus from
Eq. (103) we get [h(r)]
2
= h11(∂1Φ)
2. By simple algebra we arrive at:
h(r) = e−λ/2∂rΦ (24)
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The equation of motion for h can be obtained by noting that KR field Hµνρ is expressible in terms of derivative
of an antisymmetric field Bµν . Then we have the following identity:
ǫµνρσ∂σHµνρ = ǫ
µνρσ∂σ∂µBνρ = 0 (25)
Writing the third rank antisymmetric tensor explicitly in terms of the axion field we get: ǫµνρσ∂σHµνρ =
ǫ0231∂1H023 = −(1/
√−g)∂r
(√−gh11∂rΦ). This leads to the following equation of motion for the axion field
Φ or equivalently for h(r) as:
∂r
(
r2e(ν−λ)/2∂rΦ
)
= ∂r
(
r2eν/2h
)
= 0 (26)
Armed with all these, we can write down the field equations in terms of the only non-zero variable h(r) (The
structure of field equations with axion field and KR field in general has been provided in App. A.2). The
effective field equations as given in Eq. (19) with the help of Eqs. (20a) and (20b) take the following form
(since four-dimensional cosmological constant in the present epoch is very small, it is neglected):
e−λ
(
1
r2
− λ
′
r
)
− 1
r2
= −3αU − κ25h2 (27a)
e−λ
(
ν′
r
+
1
r2
)
− 1
r2
= +α (U + 2P ) + κ25h
2 (27b)
e−λ
(
ν′′ +
ν′2
2
− ν
′λ′
2
+
ν′ − λ′
r
)
= 2α (U − P )− 2κ25h2 (27c)
where, α = (1/4πGλT ). This leads to the differential equation satisfied by e
−λ as:
d
dr
(
re−λ
)
= 1− 3αUr2 − κ25r2h2 (28)
which can be integrated leading to:
e−λ = 1 +
C1
r
− Q(r)
r
− τ(r)
r
(29)
where C1 is an arbitrary constant. The other two functions are defined as:
Q(r) = 3α
∫
drr2U(r); τ(r) = κ25
∫
drr2h2(r) (30)
To obtain a solution for eν we add Eqs. (27a) and (27b), which leads to the differential equation satisfied by
ν as
(
re−λ
) [
ν′ +
d
dr
{
ln
(
r2e−λ
)}]
= 2 + 2αr2 (P − U) (31)
This equation can be integrated leading to a solution for eν which can be presented in the integral form as,
eν =
C2
r [r + C1 −Q(r)− τ(r)] exp
[∫
dr
2 + 2αr2 (P − U)
r + C1 −Q(r) − τ(r)
]
(32)
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where C2 is an arbitrary constant of integration. We now try to find out the differential equation satisfied by
dark pressure and dark radiation term. This can be achieved by substituting ν′ from Eq. (102) into Eq. (27b).
After some algebra the final equation turns out to be:
dU
dr
= −2dP
dr
− 6P
r
+
(2U + P )
re−λ
[
e−λ − αr2 (U + 2P )− κ25r2h2
]
(33)
The fact that effective field equations close on itself can be seen in this spherically symmetric context in a
direct manner. From Eq. (29) and Eq. (32) it is clear that in order to close the system we need to know three
unknown functions, namely h(r), U(r) and P (r). Among them h(r) can be determined from Eq. (26) and
U(r), P (r) satisfies Eq. (33). Thus given a relation between U and P alike equation of state we can solve
for all the three unknown functions h(r), U(r) and P (r), which explicitly demonstrates how this system of
equations closes on itself.
A solution to this problem can be obtained when we put some relations between dark pressure and dark
radiation terms as an equation of state. In this case a convenient choice is 2U + P = 0. Then the above
differential equation can be solved leading to the following set of solutions:
P (r) =
P0
r4
; U(r) = − P0
2r4
; Q(r) = Q0 +
3αP0
2r
(34)
With these solutions the metric elements turns out to be,
e−λ = 1− 2GM +Q0
r
− 3αP0
2r2
− τ(r)
r
(35)
eν =
2C2
[2r2 − 2 (2GM +Q0) r − 3αP0 − 2rτ(r)] exp
[∫
dr
4r2 + 6α
2r3 − 2 (2GM +Q0) r2 − 3αP0r − 2τ(r)r2
]
(36)
However we still need to determine the unknown function τ(r). The differential equation for τ(r) can be
obtained by substituting λ′ and ν′ from Eqs. (27a) and (27b) into Eq. (27c), which after a little algebra leads
to:
τ ′′ +
τ ′
r
=
τ ′
(
τ ′ − 1− 3αP02r2
)
r − (2GM +Q0)− 3αP02r − τ(r)
(37)
The above differential equation of τ is non linear and there exists no exact analytic solution. Under the
assumption that P0 is small compared to the mass term, and keeping terms of O(1/r5), we obtain the
following solution for τ(r),
τ(r) = − (2GM +Q0)− b
r
− b(a− b)
3r3
(38)
where, b is an arbitrary constant. The solution for the metric elements turns out to be:
e−λ = 1− 3αP0
2r2
+
b
r2
+
b [(3αP0/2)− b]
3r4
(39)
eν = 1− [(3αP0/2)− b]
r2
+
[(3αP0/2)− b]2
r4
(40)
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The horizon can be obtained by solving the equation eν = 0, which for the given condition cannot have real
solutions. Thus the only singularity is at r = 0. However e−λ = 0 is possible at finite radial distance and the
respective solution for r can be given by:
rh =
1√
2
√
[(3αP0/2)− b] +
√
[(3αP0/2)− b]
√
[(3αP0/2)− b]− 4b (41)
Thus the solution would be real provided 3αP0 > 10b, otherwise both the metric elements have singularity
only at r = 0 and hence the solution would represent naked singularity. For real and finite rh the spacetime
however has a horizon at r = rh, resembling normal black hole solutions.
The reason for this r = rh to be an even horizon can be understood as follows: we can always choose a
coordinate system where r = constant represents a horizon, for some value of the constant. Then normal to
a r = constant surface can be given by: ra ∝ ∂ar. The magnitude of the normal is then ∝ gab∂ar∂br = grr,
which vanishes on r = rh. This condition g
rr = 0 in Kerr spacetime lead to the two null surfaces r± acting
as one way membrane. Hence the condition grr = 0, selects the null surfaces and hence the event horizon in
any spacetime [31].
The solution as presented in Eqs. (35) and (36) is completely general, except for the unknown function
τ(r), which needs to be determined by solving the differential equation as presented in Eq. (37). But as we
have mentioned earlier being a nonlinear second order differential equation (37) does not posses any exact
analytic solution. This is the reason behind the approximation, otherwise we would have additional terms
of order 1/r5, 1/r6 and so on. This does not affect the singularity at r = 0, but rather makes it stronger,
since the Kretchsman scalar should diverge more strongly near r = 0, as we include these higher order terms.
Thus the singularity structure remains unaltered. Also if P0, the dark pressure is much larger than b (this
essentially implies that M ≫ b), the measure of spacetime torsion, the black hole event horizon is at a large
distance. Since the horizon is formed at a large distance our approximation does yield the location of the null
surface in this black hole spacetime and equals to Eq. (41). In this connection we should mention that, the
other situation b > P0 would never arise. Since then rh would become imaginary and thus no horizon would
exist.
The solution for the Kalb-Ramond field turns out to be:
h(r) =
√
b
κ25
1
r2
{
1 +
[(3αP0/2)− b]
2r2
− [(3αP0/2)− b]
2
4r4
}
(42)
Note that this contains higher order terms compared to the expression for h(r) in four dimensional theories
with KR field [59]. The normal vector to r = constant surface is defined as, ℓa = ∇ar. The surface gravity,
therefore can be obtained as:
ℓa∇aℓb = 1
rh
ℓb (43)
Using this, the surface gravity turns out to be κ = 1/rh. Then from the expression of entropy S = πr
2
h (in
presence of KR field if a Chern-Simons term is added then the entropy gets modified [58], also the effective
equation can be interpreted as Einstein gravity plus additional matter fields and in Einstein gravity the
entropy is still A/4) and using Eq. (41), the specific heat turns out to be:
Cv = −2πr2h (44)
Thus the specific heat is always negative, and the black hole shows no phase transition.
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The solution so obtained differs significantly from other gravity theories. The most important point of all
is that there is no 1/r term in the metric elements. This is in stark contrast to other theories. For spherically
symmetric solutions to the effective equations in Einstein gravity [34, 35], for bulk f(R) gravity [39] there is
always a 1/r term. While if we add bulk KR field the solution structure alters significantly leading to no
1/r term. Also in the other situations black hole solutions are most natural, while here naked singularity
solutions are more natural. Further in f(R) theories the black holes do exhibit phase transitions as specific
heat switches sign. While for the solution with KR field the specific heat is always negative and thus exhibit
no phase transition.
In the above analysis we neglect the cosmological constant, which according to present estimated value,
Λ ∼ 3× 10−122 in Planck units, is extremely tiny. Such tiny cosmological constant seems to play a prominent
role in explaining the acceleration of the Universe in the present era. As a result, the effect of cosmological
constant on our solution can also be of significant interest. This effect can be obtained most readily by
keeping the four dimensional induced cosmological constant Λ4 in Eq. (27a). Presence of such a term leads
to an additional contribution of the form ∼ −Λ4r2 in the metric coefficient e−λ. This term however, has no
effect on the conservation relations since covariant derivative of the metric is always zero. This eventually can
lead to cosmological horizons with new thermodynamic features. However in this work we confine ourselves
in local regions where the effect of cosmological constant can always be ignored.
Stability of black hole solutions under perturbation up to linear order is an important problem in the study
of black hole physics. Here we concentrate on gravitational perturbation in the static spherically symmetric
spacetime endowed with bulk KR field. The positivity of the Hamiltonian, for certain ranges of the parameter
space, guarantee the self-adjoint extension of it. The linearized perturbation considered in this work can be
grouped into three classes, namely: scalar, vector and tensor perturbations. Expansion of these perturbations
in harmonic function basis lead to a set of equations, which on further reduction reduces to a set of decoupled
wave equation with the following form, (
− 1
f(r)
V
)
Φ = 0 (45)
where,  represents the d’Alembertian operator with respect to two dimensional metric. Here ΦS ,ΦV and ΦT
represent scalar, vector and tensor perturbations respectively. The potential function for these perturbation
modes are given as [60–62]:
VT =
f(r)
r2
(
r
df(r)
dr
+ ℓ(ℓ+ 1)
)
(46)
VV =
f(r)
r2
(
2f(r)− rdf(r)
dr
+ (ℓ− 1)(ℓ+ 2)
)
(47)
VS =
f(r)U(r)
16r2 (m+ 3x)
2 (48)
where we have used the following expressions:
U(r) = 144x3 + 144mx2 + 48mx+ 16m3 (49)
x ≡ 1− f(r), m ≡ (ℓ− 1)(ℓ + 2) (50)
It must be emphasised that the total number of independent components of the scalar, vector and tensor
modes add up to two, the number of independent degrees of freedom for the graviton on the brane. Since the
tensor mode has no degrees of freedom we only need to concentrate on the vector and scalar modes.
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Let us now compute the potentials for the solution as presented in Eq. (39). In four dimension the
condition b < (3αP0)/2 automatically implies that the coefficient of (1/r
4) is positive. These two conditions
are sufficient to ensure that VV and VS are positive with self-adjoint extension for all r. However for this
choice VT < 0. Since we have argued that tensor mode in four dimension does not contain any degrees of
freedom, the stability of our solution is assured, not only for black hole cases but for naked singularity solution
as well [63, 64]. Hence under above criteria both the black hole and naked singularity solutions are stable
under linear perturbations.
For the other choice, b > (3αP0/2), the potential VT is positive while the other potentials are negative
for certain ranges of r upto r = 0. As this situation depicts a naked singularity solution it is unstable under
linear perturbations in regions near the singularity.
5 Cosmological Solutions
Let us now turn our attention to cosmological solutions to the effective field equations on the brane when KR
field is present in the bulk. In this case we will have matter on the brane and thus determining Eµν can pose
serious problem since the field equations need not close. A possible ansatz to avoid this problem in this case
is to impose the condition Eµν = 0, which is trivially satisfied for Anti de-Sitter (AdS) bulk. Thus in the
cosmological context we shall assume the bulk to be AdS, which immediately leads to Eµν = 0 (for a detailed
discussion see [31,65]). However unlike the spherically symmetric situation the four-dimensional cosmological
constant in this case cannot be neglected. Thus the effective four-dimensional Einstein’s equation takes the
following form:
(4)Gµν = −Λ4hµν + 8πτµν + κ45πµν
+ κ25
[
1
2
(
hνγHαβµH
αβγ + hµγHαβνH
αβγ
)− 1
6
hµνH
αβγHαβγ
]
(51)
For the cosmological context we start with the FRW metric ansatz for flat model i.e. with k = 1. In this case
the four dimensional line element is,
ds2 = −dt2 + a2(t) (dr2 + r2dΩ2) (52)
The components of Einstein tensor in this spacetime have the following expressions:
Gtt = 3
a˙2
a2
; Grr = −a2
[
2
a¨
a
+
a˙2
a2
]
; Gθθ = r
2Grr; Gφφ = sin
2 θGθθ; (53)
For perfect fluid the energy momentum tensor τµν has the expression:
τµν = diag (−ρ, p, p, p) (54)
Using these, the components of the tensor πµν , defined in Eq. (18c), can be obtained as:
πtt =
ρ2
12
; πrr = a
2
(
ρ2
12
+
pρ
6
)
; πθθ = r
2πrr; πφφ = sin
2 θπθθ (55)
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The field equations now reduce to:
H2 =
Λ4
3
+
8πGρ
3
+ κ45
ρ2
36
− κ
2
5
3
(
h1h
1 + h2h
2 + h3h
3 − h4h4
)
(56)
2
a¨
a
+H2 = Λ4 − 8πGp− κ45
(
ρ2
12
+
pρ
6
)
− κ25
(
h1h
1 + h2h
2 − h3h3 + h4h4
)
(57)
h2h
4 = h1h
4 = h2h
3 = h1h
2 = h3h
1 = h3h
4 = 0 (58)
Here the non-zero component of the Kalb-Ramond field is h4, since h3 is related to radial derivative of the
axion field which is zero. Also, we have h4h
4 = ǫ1230h
00∂tΦǫ
1230∂tΦ = (∂tΦ)
2
= h˜(t)2. Using these Eq. (25)
yields,
∂t
(
a3h˜
)
= 0 (59)
In the cosmological context as well we should mention how the effective field equations closes on itself. In
this case as we have explained earlier Eµν = 0, however the spacetime is not vacuum but rather is filled
with matter along with KR field. For KR field we have the previous expression, which can be solved and the
KR field expression can be obtained. Finally using the equation of state the time variation of matter energy
density and pressure can be obtained. When all these inputs are substituted in the effective field equations
the metric can be uniquely determined. Thus in the cosmological context as well the system of equations
closes on itself.
Hence, we have h˜ = constant/a3. Thus the Kalb-Ramond field acts as a source for pressure free matter.
The modified Friedmann equations now turn out to be:
H2 =
Λ4
3
+
8πGρ
3
+ κ45
ρ2
36
+
1
3
κ25h˜
2 (60)
2
a¨
a
+H2 = Λ4 − 8πGp− κ45
(
ρ2
12
+
pρ
6
)
− κ25h˜2 (61)
From Eqs. (60) and (61) we have,
a¨
a
=
Λ4
3
− 4πG
(
p+
ρ
3
)
− κ
4
5
2
(
ρ2
9
+
pρ
6
)
− 2
3
κ25h˜
2 (62)
Note that when energy conditions are satisfied, we have the sign in front of h˜2 to be negative and thus the
KR field will act as ordinary matter. While for violation of energy conditions, we have the sign in front of h˜2
flipped becoming positive and then KR field can act as an alternative source for cosmological constant. The
differential equation satisfied by a(t) takes the following form:(
a˙
a
)2
=
Λ4
3
+
8πG
3
ρ0
a3
+
κ45
36
ρ20
a6
+
κ25
3
h˜20
a6
(63)
where, ρ0 and h˜0 are the density of non relativistic matter and the Kalb-Ramond field strength at the present
epoch. Multiplying the above equation by a6, introducing a new variable, x = a3 and defining the following
constants:
CΛ =
Λ4
3
; Cρ =
8πGρ0
3
; CKR =
κ45
3
(
ρ20
12
+
h˜20
κ25
)
(64)
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We get the following differential equation:
x˙ = 3
√
CΛx2 + Cρx+ CKR (65)
For which we have the following solution for the scale factor:
exp
[
3
√
CΛ (t− t0)
]
=
2
√
CΛ
√
CΛa6 + Cρa3 + CKR + 2CΛa
3 + Cρ
2
√
CΛ
√
CΛ + Cρ + CKR + 2CΛ + Cρ
; CΛ > 0 (66)
3
√
−CΛ (t0 − t) = sin−1

 2CΛa3 + Cρ√
C2ρ − 4CΛCKR

− sin−1

 2CΛ + Cρ√
C2ρ − 4CΛCKR

 ;
CΛ < 0, C
2
ρ > 4CΛCKR (67)
Though the solutions look complicated, under certain conditions the situation simplifies quiet a bit, yielding
clearer physical insight. For that consider the situation Λ4 = 0. This would presumably true for matter
dominated era of the universe. This can be achieved if we assume the bulk cosmological constant is negative,
such that: Λ5 = −(κ25λ2T )/6. Under this condition the Hubble parameter from Eq. (60) turns out to be,
H2 =
8πG
3
ρ
[
1 +
ρ
2λT
(
1 +
12
κ25
h˜2
ρ2
)]
(68)
If we assume that ρ represents energy density of non-relativistic matter we arrive at the following differential
equation
H2 =
8πGρ0
3
1
a3
+
4πGρ20
3λT
(
1 +
12
κ25
h˜20
ρ20
)
1
a6
(69)
which has the following solution:
a3 = (6πGρ0) t
2 +


√√√√12πGρ20
λT
(
1 +
12
κ25
h˜20
ρ20
)
 t (70)
It is clear from the above expression that the universe undergoes a transition in the expansion rate at a
timescale such that
t ∼
√
1
3πGλT
=
4
λTκ25
= −2
3
Λ−15 ; (h˜
2
0 ≪ ρ20) (71)
t ∼
√
4
πGλT
h˜0
ρ0κ5
=
4√
3
h˜0
ρ0κ5
Λ−15 ; (h˜
2
0 ≫ ρ20) (72)
Thus at early universe we have a high energy regime, where a ∼ t1/3, while at late time low energy regime
the scale factor variation with time modifies to a ∼ t2/3, which is the standard evolution of the matter field.
In the cosmological context as well the KR field alters the solutions significantly. If the KR field was not
present then Eq. (72) would not appear and hence the transition timescale would differ significantly. Hence
the KR field can affect the transition time scale associated with the scale factor. Moreover at the high energy
regime if we neglect terms like ρ2, then the Hubble parameter is governed solely by the KR field density. This
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is also consistent with the fact that only at high energy the bulk fields (in this case the KR field) can affect
brane dynamics [36].
Finally, we consider another situation, where it is assumed that Λ5 = 0. Then the linear term in energy
density cancels with the brane tension term coming from Λ4. In that case the evolution will be governed by the
quadratic term. Then for h˜20 ≪ ρ20, we obtain, the Hubble parameter to be: H2 = κ45ρ2/36, leading to solution
a ∼ t1/3, for matter dominated universe. However this is in contrast to the standard t2/3 behaviour. The same
conclusion can be reached in the other situation h˜20 ≫ ρ20 as well. This puts constraint on choosing Λ5 = 0.
From other places, like nucleosynthesis experiments also rules out such possibilities imposing constraints on
the models.
6 Concluding Remarks
Derivation of effective field equation on a brane embeddded in a bulk is a subject of considerable interest
[31–35]. While there have been numerous work on this with linear or higher curvature terms in the bulk,
the role of antisymmetric tensor fields in the bulk has not been explored in great detail so far [39, 41, 42, 45].
The antisymmetric tensor field can either acts as an external gauge field or equivalently can be interpreted
as spacetime torsion which has the potential to change the scenario significantly. This study is even more
significant since the second rank antisymmetric tensor field does appear in the massless sector of closed string,
which, unlike open strings, can propagate in the bulk spacetime [8, 24, 25, 30, 59].
In this work, we have considered a bulk spacetime manifold, which inherits along with the usual symmetric
Christoffel symbol, an antisymmetric counter part, originating from the bulk KR field. Due to introduction
of such a tensor field the effective Einstein equation on the brane gets modified by additional terms. Note
that the derivation of the effective field equation is non-trivial, in the sense that, the extrinsic curvature is
not symmetric, the Frobenius identity no longer holds. Even due to the existence of an additional tensor
field, the effective equation can be simplified substantially, by using properties of the KR field, a closed string
excitation and using gauge freedom. Afterwards the effective Einstein’s equation on the brane is constructed,
where the KR field appears as an additional source of energy momentum tensor.
The spherically symmetric solution corresponding to the effective field equation on the brane with bulk
spacetime endowed with KR field can be obtained by using symmetry properties of the KR field. These
spherically symmetric solution gets influenced from the non local bulk, through Weyl tensor. The spherically
symmetric solution shows standard black hole horizon structure as well as existence of naked singularity
depending on the parameter space of the model. It turns out that for black hole solution, the specific heat is
always negative, a characteristic feature for Schwarzschild-like gravitating system. Also it does not show any
kind of phase transition.
In cosmological context presence of the Kalb-Ramond field modifies the Friedmann equations. It turns out
that the KR field exhibits a behaviour of normal pressure free matter when energy conditions are satisfied.
However for violation of energy conditions the Kalb-Ramond field can also act as a source for an accelerating
phase of the universe.
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A Appendix
Below we present some detailed calculations, which we believe will be helpful to the reader. These have not
been presented in the main text in order to keep the flow of the work unhindered.
A.1 Derivation of Effective Einstein’s Equation
First, we will present some identities relating geometrical quantities obtain with Tabc and without it. The first
important quantity under such modification would be the curvature tensor, R˜abcd, with antisymmetric tensor
Tabc included. For that the standard treatment can be generalized to obtain R˜
a
bcd and can be obtained from
the result:
∇a∇bAc −∇b∇aAc = −
(
∂aΓ˜
p
bc − ∂bΓ˜pac + Γ˜paqΓ˜qbc − Γ˜pbqΓ˜qac
)
Ap − 2T pab∇pAc
= −R˜pcabAp − 2T pab∇pAc (73)
Here the curvature tensor has been generalized as
R˜abcd = ∂cΓ˜
a
db − ∂dΓ˜acb + Γ˜acpΓ˜pdb − Γ˜adpΓ˜pcb
= Rabcd +∇cT adb −∇dT acb
− (T apbT pdc + T acpT pdb − T apbT pcd − T adpT pcb) (74)
where Rabcd is the usual Riemann curvature tensor. Note that the generalized curvature tensor R˜
a
bcd, defined
with Tabc has only two properties, antisymmetry in the first two and last two indices. From the above relation
between R˜abcd and R
a
bcd one obtains the Ricci tensor and Ricci scalar as
R˜bd = Rbd +∇aT adb −
(
2T apbT
p
da − T adpT pab
)
= Rbd +∇aT adb + T apbT pad (75a)
R˜ = R− TabcT abc (75b)
where Ricci tensor with antisymmetric tensor field Tabc, i.e., R˜ab is not symmetric in the indices. Also in this
bulk spacetime with KR field included, Frobenius identity gets modified to:
n[c∇bna] =
1
3!
(nc∇bna + nb∇anc + na∇cnb − nc∇anb − nb∇cna − na∇bnc)
=
1
3
nd
(
nbT
d
ca + naT
d
bc + ncT
d
ab
)
(76)
Note that the condition ∇cgab = 0 only determines Γcab to its standard expression while the tensor T abc
continues to be arbitrary. Given a normal na we can obtain the induced metric for timelike surafce as:
hab = gab − nanb. Note that habhbc = (δab − nanb)
(
δbc − nbnc
)
= (δac − nanc) = hac . Two other useful relations
are: habna = 0 and n
b∇anb = 0. These are used in the main text.
Now we will elaborate our derivation of effective field equations for gravity on the brane. We start with a
vector Xa solely on the brane, for which we have the following relation:
DmDnXb −DnDmXb = htmhrnhsb (∇t∇rXs −∇r∇tXs) +
(
K˜mbK˜ns
− K˜nbK˜ms
)
Xs + hsbn
r∇rXs
(
K˜mn − K˜nm
)
(77)
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Then from Eq. (73) the above relation can be written as,
−(4)R˜pbmnXp − 2(4)T pmnDpXb = htmhrnhsb (−RpstrXp − 2T ptr∇pXs) +
(
K˜mbK˜ns − K˜nbK˜ms
)
Xs
+ hsbn
r∇rXs
(
K˜mn − K˜nm
)
(78)
Now for the brane confined vector Xs we have the following relation,
DaXb = h
p
ah
q
b∇mXn (79)
This implies that the antisymmetric tensor Tabc satisfy the following relation:
(4)T pabXp = h
m
a h
n
b T
p
mnXp (80)
Since Xp is a vector on the brane we cannot eliminate it from both sides of the above equation, rather we
should write Xp = h
r
pYr, with an arbitrary vector Yp. Thus we get the relation between four-dimensional
tensor (4)Tabc and five-dimensional tensor
(5)Tabc as
(4)T pab = h
p
mh
n
ah
k
bT
m
nk (81)
Then substitution of the above result in Eq. (78) leads to,
−(4)R˜pbmnXp − 2
(
htmh
r
nh
s
bT
p
tr∇pXs − htmhrnhsbT ptrnunp∇uXs
)
= htmh
r
nh
s
b
(
−R˜pstrXp − 2T ptr∇pXs
)
+
(
K˜mbK˜ns − K˜nbK˜ms
)
Xs
+ 2hsbn
r∇rXsT pmnXp (82)
Note that,
htmh
r
nT
p
trnp = n
p
(
δtmδ
r
n − ntnmδrn − nrnnδtm + ntnmnrnn
)
Tptr
= npT
p
mn − npntnmTptn − npnrnnTpmr + npntnmnrnnTptr
= npT
p
mn (83)
due to antisymmetric nature of Tabc in all the indices. Finally from Eq. (82) we arrive at,
(4)R˜pbmnXp = h
t
mh
r
nh
s
bR˜
p
strXp −
(
K˜mbK˜ns − K˜nbK˜ms
)
Xs (84)
In this case also we can introduce Xp = h
a
pYa with arbitrary vector Ya, which leads to the Gauss-Coddazzi
equation for spacetime with KR field as:
(4)R˜pbmn = h
t
mh
r
nh
s
bh
p
qR˜
q
str − hps
(
K˜mbK˜ns − K˜nbK˜ms
)
(85)
Since nqKnq = 0, the above equation reduces to:
(4)R˜pbmn = h
t
mh
r
nh
s
bh
p
qR˜
q
str − gpq
(
K˜mbK˜nq − K˜nbK˜mq
)
(86)
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From the above equation two more relations can be easily constructed, first one by contracting p and m as,
(4)R˜bd = h
r
ph
q
bh
s
dR˜
p
qrs + K˜K˜db − gaqK˜dqK˜ab
= hqbh
s
dR˜qs − hqbhsdnrnpR˜pqrs + K˜K˜db − gaqK˜dqK˜ab (87)
and the second one by constructing scalar out of the above second rank tensor such as:
(4)R˜ = hqdhsdR˜qs − hqdhsdnrnpR˜pqrs + K˜2 − K˜dqK˜abgbdgaq
= R˜− nanb
(
R˜ab + R˜ba
)
+ K˜2 − K˜abK˜ba (88)
Note that hamh
b
ngab = hab. Thus the effective Einstein Equation on the brane has the following expression:
(4)G˜ab =
(4) R˜ab − 1
2
habR˜
= hqah
s
b
(
R˜qs − 1
2
gqsR˜
)
− hqbhsdnrnpR˜pqrs +
1
2
habn
qns
(
R˜qs + R˜sq
)
+ K˜K˜ba − gpqK˜paK˜qb − 1
2
habK˜
2 +
1
2
habK˜pqK˜
qp (89)
Now the Weyl tensor has the following expression in terms of curvature tensor and its by product such that,
C˜abcd = R˜abcd − 1
3
[(
gacR˜bd − gadR˜bc
)
−
(
gbcR˜ad − gbdR˜ac
)]
+
1
12
R˜ (gacgbd − gadgbc) (90)
Then we have the following result:
C˜abcdh
b
ph
d
qn
anc = R˜abcdh
b
ph
d
qn
anc − 1
3
[
hbph
d
qR˜bd + hpqn
ancR˜ac
]
+
1
12
R˜hpq (91)
Thus substitution for R˜abcdh
b
ph
d
qn
anc in Eq. (89) leads to the following expression:
(4)G˜ab =
2
3
hqah
s
bR˜qs − hqbhsdnrnpC˜pqrs +
2
3
habn
qnsR˜qs − 5
12
habR˜
+ K˜K˜ba − gpqK˜paK˜qb − 1
2
habK˜
2 +
1
2
habK˜pqK˜
qp
=
2
3
hqah
s
b
(
R˜qs − 1
2
gqsR˜
)
+
2
3
habn
qns
(
R˜qs − 1
2
gqsR˜
)
− E˜ab + 1
4
habR˜
+ K˜K˜ba − gpqK˜paK˜qb − 1
2
habK˜
2 +
1
2
habK˜pqK˜
qp (92)
Now using Eqs. (74), (75a), (75b) and the following one:
K˜ab = Kab + h
m
a T
p
mbnp
= Kab + T
p
abnp (93)
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with immediate corollary K˜ = K, we finally arrive at the following decomposition:
(4)G˜ab =
2
3
hqah
s
b
(
Rqs − 1
2
gqsR
)
+
2
3
habn
qns
(
Rqs − 1
2
gqsR
)
− E˜ab + 1
4
habR
+KKba − gpqKpaKqb − 1
2
habK
2 +
1
2
habKpqK
qp
+
[
− 2
3
hqah
s
b∇pT pqs +
2
3
hqah
s
bT
m
pqT
p
ms −
2
3
habn
qns∇pT pqs +
2
3
habn
qnsTmpqT
p
ms
+
5
12
habT
pqrTpqr +KnpT
p
ba −KbqnpT pqa −KqanmTmbq − T pqanpTmbqnm
+
1
2
habT
p
abnpT
qbanq
]
(94)
Then we can use Eq. (90) to obtain,
E˜pq = n
anchbph
d
qC˜abcd
= Epq +
[
nanchbph
d
q∇cT adb − nanchbphdq∇dT acb + 2nanchbphdqT ambTmcd
+ nanchbph
d
qT
a
dpT
p
cb − nanchbphdqT pdbT acp
− 1
3
{
hbph
d
qT
m
nbT
n
md + n
anchpqT
p
qaT
q
pc
}− 1
12
hpqT
abcTabc
]
(95)
Substituting the above result in Eq. (94), we readily obtain the following form of the effective equation:
(4)G˜ab =
2
3
hqah
s
b
(
Rqs − 1
2
gqsR
)
+
2
3
habn
qns
(
Rqs − 1
2
gqsR
)
− Eab + 1
4
habR
+KKba − gpqKpaKqb − 1
2
habK
2 +
1
2
habKpqK
qp
+
[
− 2
3
hqah
s
b∇pT pqs + hqahsbTmpqT pms + habnqnsTmpqT pms +
1
2
habT
pqrTpqr
+KnpT
p
ba −KbqnpT pqa −KqanmTmbq − T pqanpTmbqnm +
1
2
habT
p
abnpT
qbanq
− npnrhqahsb∇rTpsq − 2npnrhqahsbTpmqTmrs − npnrhqahsbTpsmTmrq
]
(96)
The above equation can easily be simplified leading to the following expression:
(4)G˜ab =
2
3
hqah
s
b
(
Rqs − 1
2
gqsR
)
+
2
3
habn
qns
(
Rqs − 1
2
gqsR
)
− Eab + 1
4
habR
+KKba − gpqKpaKqb − 1
2
habK
2 +
1
2
habKpqK
qp
+
[
− 2
3
hqah
s
b∇pT pqs +KnpT pba −KbqnpT pqa −KqanmTmbq − TuvaT uvb
+ nwnbTuvaT
uvw + nknaTuvkT
uv
b − npnrhqahsb∇rTpsq − nknwnanbTuvkT uvw
+ 2ninuTivaT
uv
b +
1
2
habTpqrT
pqr − 3
2
habn
pnmTpqrT
mqr
]
(97)
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Note that the induced four dimensional tensor (4)Tabc has the following expression in terms of the bulk
antisymmetric tensor Tabc
(4)T
(4)
abcT
abc = hpah
q
bh
r
cTpqrh
a
mh
b
nh
c
sT
mns
= hpmh
q
nh
r
sTpqrT
mns = TpqrT
pqr − 3npnmTpqrTmqr (98)
(4)T (4)pqaT
qp
b = −hmbTpqaT pqm
= −hmbhiphjqhkaTijkhpuhqvhmw T uvw
= −TuvaT uvb + nwnbTuvaT uvw + nknaTuvkT uvb − nknwnanbTuvkT uvw
+ 2ninuTivaT
uv
b (99)
All these results have been used in order to obtain the effective field equation on the brane presented in
Eq. (4).
A.2 Field equations with axion field
In general, even without spherical symmetry for the KR field the completely antisymmetric Hµνα has only
four independent elements, H012 = h1, H013 = h2, H023 = h3 and H123 = h4. The respective contravariant
objects are denoted by h1, h2, h3 and h4 respectively. Then we have the following contractions:
HµνρH
µνρ = 6
(
h1h
1 + h2h
2 + h3h
3 + h4h
4
)
(100a)
H0µνH
0µν = 2
(
h1h
1 + h2h
2 + h3h
3
)
(100b)
H1µνH
1µν = 2
(
h1h
1 + h2h
2 + h4h
4
)
(100c)
H2µνH
2µν = 2
(
h1h
1 + h3h
3 + h4h
4
)
(100d)
H3µνH
3µν = 2
(
h4h
4 + h2h
2 + h3h
3
)
(100e)
Using these contractions along with the metric ansatz given in Eq. (22) and the Weyl tensor part from Eq. (21),
we obtain the following field equations:
−e−λ
(
1
r2
− λ
′
r
)
+
1
r2
= Λ4 +
3
4πGλT
U − κ25
(
h1h
1 + h2h
2 + h3h
3 − h4h4
)
(101a)
e−λ
(
ν′
r
+
1
r2
)
− 1
r2
= −Λ4 + 1
4πGλT
(U + 2P ) + κ25
(
h1h
1 + h2h
2 − h3h3 + h4h4
)
(101b)
e−λ
(
ν′′ +
ν′2
2
− ν
′λ′
2
+
ν′ − λ′
r
)
= −2Λ4 + 1
2πGλT
(U − P ) + 2κ25
(
h1h
1 − h2h2 + h3h3 + h4h4
)
(101c)
e−λ
(
ν′′ +
ν′2
2
− ν
′λ′
2
+
ν′ − λ′
r
)
= −2Λ4 + 1
2πGλT
(U − P ) + 2κ25
(−h1h1 + h2h2 + h3h3 + h4h4) (101d)
h2h
4 = h1h
4 = h2h
3 = h1h
2 = h3h
1 = h3h
4 = 0 (101e)
In addition, the conservation of energy momentum tensor leads to the equation:
ν′ = −U
′ + 2P ′
2U + P
− 6P
r (2U + P )
(102)
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On being subtracted, Eqs. (101c) and (101d), leads to: h1h
1 = h2h
2. However from Eq. (101e) it is evident
from the last term that either h3 or h4 must vanish. Let us work with the choice h
4 = 0 (from Ref. [59]
the other choice leads to non-physical solutions). Then Eq. (101e) will be satisfied provided both h1 and
h2 vanishes. Thus ultimately the antisymmetric tensor Hµνρ becomes a function of a single object h3 which
depends only on the radial coordinate. For notational convenience we define the following object:
h3h
3 = − [h(r)]2 (103)
which exactly matches with our other approach.
Below we provide the gravitational field equations for the axion field using the metric ansatz in Eq. (22).
Writing the KR field Hαβµ in terms of a single scalar field using the complete antisymmetric tensor ǫ
αβµν we
obtain,
HαβµH
αβµ = ǫαβµνǫ
αβµρ∂νΦ∂ρΦ
=
(√−g [αβµν])(− 1√−g [αβµρ]
)
∂νΦ∂ρΦ
= 6hµν∂µΦ∂νΦ (104a)
HαβµH
αβν = ǫαβµρǫ
αβνσ∂ρΦ∂σΦ
=
(√−g [αβµρ])(− 1√−g [αβνσ]
)
∂ρΦ∂σΦ
= 2δνµh
αβ∂αΦ∂βΦ− 2hνα∂αΦ∂µΦ (104b)
With the help of the above identities the field equations for gravity reduce to the following forms:
−e−λ
(
1
r2
− λ
′
r
)
+
1
r2
= Λ4 +
48πG
k4λ
U
− κ25
[
−h00 (∂0Φ)2 + h11 (∂1Φ)2 + h22 (∂2Φ)2 + h33 (∂3Φ)2
]
(105a)
e−λ
(
ν′
r
+
1
r2
)
− 1
r2
= −Λ4 + 16πG
k4λ
(U + 2P )
+ κ25
[
h00 (∂0Φ)
2 − h11 (∂1Φ)2 + h22 (∂2Φ)2 + h33 (∂3Φ)2
]
(105b)
e−λ
(
ν′′ +
ν′2
2
− ν
′λ′
2
+
ν′ − λ′
r
)
= −2Λ4 + 32πG
k4λ
(U − P )
+ κ25
[
h00 (∂0Φ)
2
+ h11 (∂1Φ)
2 − h22 (∂2Φ)2 + h33 (∂3Φ)2
]
(105c)
e−λ
(
ν′′ +
ν′2
2
− ν
′λ′
2
+
ν′ − λ′
r
)
= −2Λ4 + 32πG
k4λ
(U − P )
+ κ25
[
h00 (∂0Φ)
2
+ h11 (∂1Φ)
2
+ h22 (∂2Φ)
2 − h33 (∂3Φ)2
]
(105d)
Again from Eqs. (105c) and (105d) we obtain the relation:
(∂θΦ) = sin
2 θ (∂φΦ)
2 (106)
The above differential equations represent the effective Einstein equations on the brane with axion field present
in the bulk.
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